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S zmmary 

As a part of a feasibility study the de- 
sign and the constructior. of an accelerator 
aecticn tc be tested at the heavy ion beam. of 
an elect.rcstatic tandem Van de Graaff has been 
started. 
stat with 

This test secticn consists of a cryo- 
two independertly phased hi2-helix 

structures at 105 MHz and of a suitable rf- 
control system. Design criteria and re-ent re- 
sults of measurements on a superconducting test 
cavity with electric surface peak fields up to 
29 Win are presented. 

Int reduction 

Rapidly growing interest in heavy ion 
research has led to an increasing demand for 
post accelerators to expand the capabilities 
of existing nuclear physics facilities. Zn par- 
ticular superconducting linear accelerators 
may offer an attractive possibility for CW ope- 
_” ated energy boosters with only moderate power 
consumption. 

For zhe upgraded Heidelberg XF-Tar,dem 
Van de Graaff the installaticn of a rf post 
accelerator for Lens up to 7?ass 91 is ci3nsirin- 
red. In a first project study1 a basic laycut 
of a possible post accelerator for that pur- 
pcse consisting of superconducting helically 
loaded resor.ators has been discussed. Costs 
for construction and operation were estimated 
and open technical and physical problems were 
analysed. Superconducting helLx resonators have 
beer. chose: as extended experience on this 
kind of accelerator structure is available 
from previous work in Argcnne2, Caltecz and 

4 Karlsruhe . The study results in t,he conclusion 
treat it ‘~culd be worthwhile to ,construct and 
tes: an accelerator 
ting rest-nators 

section of two superconduc- 
and to operate them under rea- 

listic ccnditions at the place of its possible 
installation using the 
of the Heidelberg 

pulsed heavy ion beam 
XF-tandem for test measure- 

ment s . The results of these tests sho,uld give 
the basis for a comparisor, wit:? other rf str:c- 
‘cures of recent design and prcvide reliable 
figures for a final prcposal. Consec.JentIy 5 
research and de;lelopment program :has started 
In ccllaboraticc bet:<een the institutes of 
‘L- ,, - 7 - n. ‘- l.,A/ icll a..? :rf siipe;~coi-,,l~ictl:~g dcrkj and :-[eidei- 
berg (bear;: transport and injection). 

As tile . flexibility of the accelerator 
with respect to differeht sorts of injected 
lCr.:j is cne cf the basic demar.ds from the users 
point of vLew short helix structures with an 
eleczric length 0:’ 112 are chosen. Each struc- 
ture can be phased independently and adaoted 
easily tc the different injection velocities. 

Latoratory tests2’1’5 have indicated 
‘;%a5 nc f undamental problems remain to be scl- 
ved. Eowever, problems related to the reliabi- 
lity in rcutine 
dltlOllS 

operatior. under renlis tic con- 
of a supercor.ducting accelerator have 

net yet been thoroucly investigated. In 
C~ilZ, 

parti- 
fcr a final proposal more precise a.ns- 

wers to tne following ;;uestions are needed: 
- average accelerating fie3 maintained durLrg 

long term operation, 
- degradation of superccnducting stirfaces by 

radiation, 
- freqcency perturbation due to rrechar.ical vi 

bration, 
- necessary cooling power per scceLerrting 

unit, 
- feasibility of forced flow ncrmaifl,id te- 

lium as a ccolant. 

Cavity design and model measurements 

Cho0sir.g the gecmetry of the helix act+. 
lerator cavities the following criteria have 
t0 be considered : 

The structure has to accelerate effecti- 
vely al: ions wLth the velosit 
(” 1.77 VeV/A, the energy of 7~B,‘~‘~~ !i”ieIi- 
vered by tie rd!P accelerator) up to a=116 
(c 6 MeViA, 
for 73P3r), 

the minimum desired final energy 

The frequency has to ze chosen in order 
to synchronize a;it 5 The ne.dly installed suc- 
nancsecond beam pulsing system at 6.76 MHz cn 
the Beldelberg YIP accelerator and with + 
?‘2E, ‘18 ?li{z yeb,Gnper ..^ _ +e 

uridei’ CGlistr~uctlon'. 

Particular care has to be taken to reducs 
the mechanical vibrations influencing the 
eigenfrequency of the helix resonators and 
therefore creating severe regulation prcblems . 

The experiences lb-ith supereor.ducting 
cavities have shown that lower rf-losses and 
higher field 
liable 

strengths are ac!-Lievable more re- 
for small resonators than for larger 

otles, presumably beta-se of less difficulties, 
with the surface- treatment. Peak electric sL;r- 
face fields af up to about 311 PlV/n have ‘been 
reported2 sil for s u c ‘- shor’; L:elix rescantors, 
corresponding to an accelerating field or. the 
axis of about b iYV/m. 

As field emission of e1ectror.s seems tc 
be the final limitation (see beiohrj , for the 
cptimizatioe of the resonators the electri: 
peak surface field Ep was considered as an 
essential parameter and cnnsequentLr It ?‘JZS 
tried to find a gecrretrg which gives opt im,;m 
energy gain for a given E 
:c’-s c?_rrieaj 012’; frL: F’ The toptimizati,:n 

-Y,? -/,-- . 
- j’ * i t ” 4 . 5 t a r ‘; i ;1 g ‘<; I t -. i 

modified sheeth modeli,” the ratio of the peak 
electric surface field C 
field was mir.imised. 

to the accelerating 
T’IP~~ caic;lations are 

valid for infir,i:ly long helices only, because 
end effects are neglected. ‘They gave, :o.+je’?er, 
a set of starting carameters :ci-:ch were i 1’3 e 1: 
for building ncdels. To take ir.to account the 
influence 0 f the f<r.ite length effects the 
field distrioctior. i?f these mcde:s ::ias me,asuze: 
with the pert,;rbation metho-’ 
gair. and n 

1 4) and t:ke energy 
trans?tti.me fact’or :‘jas calculated 

as a f unction of particle energy. ;:ii;h these 
experimectal valiles the pnra-eters x e r e correc- 
ted to get a mxlr?um enen -g-j, gatn for ‘1;7;j,+25 
Ll2 the? energy rar.ge tetz;eer. 1. 77 ‘I-‘,-./;i ;:r,;i 
6 ?Ie:ii’A. 

Fig;. 1 s :7 0 I”.; 7 p 0 1, t>lG di::‘erer.-, helix tu- 
be diameter d=C.5-c; ;ind d:l.C cm -,he ma~i,m;.i;m 
acce1eratir.f field as ,a f:uncticr, of the ra;i;s 
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of the helix as calc>;lated with the modified 
sheet:-. model. With regard to the results on 
super-cnducting helix resonators (see below!, 
the numerical values herein refer to a maximum 
tolerable electric surface peak field of 
+=~6 YUm. The accompanying magnetic peak 
field is still less than 62 mT, which seems to 
be sufficiently far enough from fields causing 
magnetic breakdown2 ,q. 

Aaxbnting fietd component EyW/ W/m 

o.z.b2~ 
T 

C'O LS 
- htix mdw o/cm 

Fig. 1: Maximun obtainable accelerating field 
strength limited by electric surface peak 
field Ep=l6 iVJ/r. as a function of helix radius 
for tubes with a diameter of 0.8 cm [*! and 
1.0 CIT. :x). s=pitch of the helix (cm), 
Bch=.J!c=phase velocity. 

Fig. 2 gives :he energy gain per charge 
unit or’ an ion with a charge to mass ratio 
CiP.-C. 3 as a function of the incisdent, energy 
as calculated from the field measurements cn 
resonator models. The parameters of the models 
are summarized in Tab + I. The higher energy 
gain for a helix frcm a 1.” cm tube in com?ari- 
ser. with 0.6 cm results from the greater length 
of the helix. For a total effective accelera- 
ting voltage of 13 YJ about 50 units are nee- 
ded I Calculazions and node1 measurements show 
that the number of resonators could be reduced 
to about 30 or 35 if X-cavities at 1~8 YHz or 
X/2-cavities at 5L KHz were used. Er.hanced vi- 
bration and more complicated surface treatment 
Ior lcnger structures, however, has led to the 
decision to choose A/2-resona+ors at 108 P,?Hz. 
In order to examine the properties of a X-caai- 
tY so;ara‘ze tests are made on laboratory scale. 

Tab. I: ?arameters of X/2-helix resonators at 
1ou, K-iz 

cu-mm cu-l?Kd8i OXd.XUtl”p la- test 
1 ! 2 Nb-mc&l cmyatn6w 

domhr d m 9.h 20 km1 6.52 6.55 6.7 6.52 

d-.rot th ovtlr CM 2b Icml 16.1 1FIr 15.0 110 - 
dlametw Ld tlm Nb-LLM d [cm] ae 1.0 1.0 i 0.e 

p,tril 0, m. helm I Em1 I,36 56 1.65 1.36 

nu*r of Wlndlng n ,n :lQ -a 10 

toto, Ikgm Of the reSOmtor L fin] 165 
/ -ir 29.6 29 

(EIW,-~.Q.st&mcd+~j 2.6’16’ ! 22-Q-’ &PO- 2,6x10-‘ 

P1,2 cl ot Ep? 16Wlm [Vh] ec.106 ! m.106 1!3"xJ8 71.10' 
.. ------- 

Kmmr. *ratq# gll” be4 w cm3* I 27‘ 313 - - 
urrtkr~mmg+a~w~m E,lI6MVV/m 

FiF;. 3 shows the design of the chosen 
n/2-resG?-,ator. The essential parar,eters are 
sur.m:.cri.ze,J in Tab. I. The dimensior.s of the 
outer 5ank bLa:ie beer. chosen to avoid additional 

field enhancement at the helix surface. 

Ml Ermqy gain per charge unit I k?V 

f 

-1 *a 6, *I% I i 
b&.bmM nmgl ,” p4opm.d p.It.IC.*l.¶,O‘ 

OO 
i 

5 10 IS 20 

specifk incidrnt l nwgy I HeV /A 

Ffg. 2: Energy gain per charge unit as a func- 
tion of the incident specific energy for the 
X/2 node1 resor,ators at 108 MHz for the opti- 
mum phase. d= tube diame’zer. 

The rf-gower is coupled by a s.upercontd3Jcting 
capacitive probe. A second superconducting 
zoupiing is provided for the fast electronic 
tuner. A movable Nb-plunger allows slow tuning 
of the resonant frequency by about + 1CO kHz. 
Field enhancement on the helix surface was 
measured to be less than 4% for this tuning 
range. To simplify the fabrication of the ca- 
vity TIG-welding instead of electron beam wel- 

ding shall be used. First results with this 
techniqu.e are promising. 

LH tiph, 
ram* “m&4x* 

Rf-control system 

The rf-ccntrol system fcr the test sec- 
tion is similar to the system used fnr the s’u- 
perconducting proton accelerator. 5 ?:-.e main 
difference results from the small beam loading 
due to the ion current of up to 1 DA only. 
Therefcre the most important rf-power consump- 
tion occurs in the fas: frequency control sy- 
stem. 
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Wli;h about 100 W rf-power a maximum tu- 
ning range of 2 kHz will be realized for a re- 
sonator with a reactiv power up to 2x108 VA. 
Based on measurements on models we expect mar- 
kedly lower eigenfrequency deviations due to 
neshanizal vibrations. 

The design specifications for the control 
system are an amplitude error of less than 
0.5% and a phase error c,f less than 1 degree. 
The internal stability of the three control 
loops implies a static loop gain of 90 dB for 
the amplitude loop, 
gain in 

while the necessary loop 
the two phase control loops is rela- 

zively moderate (50 to 70 dB). 

Cryostat and methods of cooling 

Xith respect to rf-superconductivity it 
is possible to run low frequency Nb-structures 
equally well at about 1.8 K (superfluid helium) 
and at 4.2 K, because the rf-losses and the 
critical fields do not change markably in 
this temperature range. First laboratory tests 
showed, that a force'd cooling of a helix reso- 
nator with 4.2 X heli.um is possible without 
any instabilities causing additional vibra- 
tions. To get more experience with the forced 
cooling the cryostat was constructed9 to be 
operable with superfluid helium as coolant as 
well as with fcrced flow of 4.2 K helium. For 
cocling with superfluid helium the additional- 
ly intended application of superfilters (fine 
porous material) enhances the tolling capacity 
by a factor of 2 to 3 compared with resting 
suyerr'luid beliud3. 

Fnrticular care was taken to isolate the 
accelerating elements against mechanical vi- 
'~r~at,l,:,r.s from the environment. 

Results of measurements on a superconducting 
test cavity at 105 IQ!2 

Recently a series of measurements has 
beer. done on a new helically loaded Nb-cavity. 
The parameters are summarized in Tab. I. A se- 
quence of several treatments like electropoli- 
shingil, oxypolishingll, 
ling lwas 

anodizing and annea- 
carried cut. In Tab. II some of the 

results are summarized. 

Tab. I;: Results or" some measurements on a 
supercorducting helix resonator at 106 MHz 

k , , ,,“I ~ir$iil wrbca VCatmcnt and comments 

M Loo4 

” ,_- ml.* el*ct~,rM Iulch t,m* obart 
rlc.dlZd LOOI 1 i.2 1 52 i 11 1 2.5 125JllWdG 

6 1.5 : 3430 anndd I” M WI” - tuurn 

, 42 1210 

In the first runs maximum fields up to 
aboxt E';;,=Z ?Yi/m could only be achieved. This 
:\ias prcba~bly caused by small areas with in- 
crz?-red I-f-losses, which induced the field 
breakdcwn. A:"ter 
azcat 1C? 

additionally removing 
~3 from the surface, the kind of 

hreakdo+rn c:hanged and fields up ",o 4 VrV/m were 

obtainable (test 8, 9 of' table II). 
Now the field limitation was due to electron 
field emission effects. He conditioning2 at 
pressure up to about NC-4 Torr reduced the 

a 

electron loading. Running the cavity for some 
hours under the remaining electron loading at 
Ep'25 .W/m increased again the loading effect 
and lowered the breakdown fields. A similar 
observation sometimes was made during Fe-con- 
ditioning at high fields. Charging effects in 
the surface oxydes caused by the emitted elec- 
trons or alternatively by the He-ions used for 
conditioning are thought to be the reason for 
the time dependent electron loading effectsl2. 
Another reason for the enhanced field emission 
may be caused by surface states due to adsor- 
bed gases as discussed in ref. 13. A stable 
operation for more than 10 h was possible at 

EP = 22 YV/m without any increase of electron 
loading. Together with results of previous 
measurements2,d at present 16 MV/n seem to be 
a reasonable compromise for a design of a ma- 
chine with a large number of act. structures. 

Conclusions 

A test section consisting of a cryostat 
with two A/2-helix accelerating structures 
operating at 108 MHz and a suitable rf-system 
has been designed and is under construction. 
fit the turn of this year measurements are pla- 
ned on the beam line of the MP tandem at Hei- 
delberg. 

With an optimized helix structure an 
energy gain up tc about 300 keV per structure 
and charge unit can be obtained for electric 
peak fields on the surface Ep'16 P!V/m. 

In recent measurements on a superconduc- 
ting Mb-helix test resonator electric peak 
fields up to 27 IIV/m were achieved after a 
sequence of surface treatments. He-corditio- 
ning was succesfully used for decreasing the 
electron loading effects. Together with pre- 
vious results we are therefore confident to 
obtain peak surface fields of 16 MV/m rcuti- 
nely in the designed accelerating cavities. 
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